
MDG ATMe gives perfect haze control for Miss Saigon
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Miss Saigon, Messrs Boublil and Schönberg’s legendary musical, has recently embarked upon a major UK tour,
taking the full West End production to every corner of the UK. The show opened at the Curve, Leicester in July
before moving to Birmingham Hippodrome, from where it travels to Ireland, Wales, Scotland and back to
England, culminating at Norwich Theatre Royal in September 2018. Travelling with the show, with its lighting
design by the equally legendary Bruno Poet, are two MDG ATMe haze generators, purchased specifically for the
tour by White Light.

“My Associate LD on this show, Warren Letton discovered the ATMe hazer and recommended that I take a look
at them,” says Poet.  “I have used MDG’s Atmosphere machine many times before and love the fabulous haze
they deliver. And we used two Atmospheres on both the West End and Broadway productions of Miss Saigon
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where they stood the test of time. But it was the extra control of the new ATMe hazer that really appealed to me.
It produces the finest haze, just like the Atmosphere, but instead of simply turning them on and off, the ATMe’s
DMX/RDM control and 0-100% variable output allows us to carry out that vital fine tuning directly from the
lighting console.”

As one would expect from the Cameron Mackintosh stable, production values are never less than superlative
and the show’s setting of dingy nightclubs and war-zones in the dying days of the Vietnam war requires endless
supplies of atmosphere-evoking smoke and haze, which are provided by a variety of different generators. Poet
states: “Haze machines are often overlooked but are a totally essential piece of equipment to bring out the best
in the lighting. We chose the ATMe for the ambient cover because it produces the best fine haze which allows
the beams of light to be seen without obscuring the action or set on stage, which is so important on a show such
as this.  The MDG machines are good for delivering a floor to ceiling haze that means you see the full beams
very cleanly, where the others smoke and haze machines give denser looks where I want to see the smoke
swirling around in the beams.”

The two ATMe units are rigged either side of the fly floor, each with a fan to help direct the haze onto stage.
“Now we have left the comfort of the West End and Broadway and are touring the show, the controllability of the
ATMe has really made its value felt,” continues Poet. “We will be dealing with very different venues and slightly
different locations for the machines in each and, of course, different atmospheric conditions on every stage. But
the ATMe has the advantage of fine control over the output which gives us more flexibility to get the balance just
right.”
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With Miss Saigon’s UK tour now in progress, Poet remains confident that the ATMe is the right haze generator
for the job: “The fluid consumption is excellent – the best on the market I believe – and the touring teams are
very used to dealing with CO2 these days so they have it down to a fine art.   Plus we have the security of
MDG’s build-quality which means you know you can rely on them whatever the conditions.”

Jedd Hamilton, Hire Manager at White Light, agrees: “As a supplier, we always work closely with lighting
designers to ensure that we supply exactly what they require for their productions, sourcing particular fixtures
where we need to. When Bruno specified the ATMe haze generators, we knew this would be a fixture that would
be able to achieve the exact feel he required. They have proven extremely beneficial on the Miss Saigon tour
and we intend to use them on other productions in future.”

For more information on MDG’s ATMe hazer and other MDG fog, haze and atmosphere generators, visit 
www.mdgfog.com

About MDG 

Our company, our passion

Since 1980, MDG has created superior-quality fog and haze generators for entertainment, industrial and military
customers. From day one, we have pursued the advancement of our technology to continue making the best
generators on the market.

The result? Our products have become market leaders with a reputation for quality, reliability and innovation,
and a worldwide distribution spanning numerous markets.

Our haze and fog generators are used on a majority of Broadway and West End productions and major theme
park attractions. Our fog generators are also put to more intense use to train firefighters, military and industrial
workers in disaster simulations.

Our most recent innovations include theONE and the e-series. MDG’s theONE, is a revolutionary, fully digital,
dual mode fog/haze atmospheric generator that has toured with the likes of Celine Dion and Kylie Minogue.
Meanwhile the new e-series is set to revolutionise the efficiency and controllability of atmosphere generators.

The best just got better.
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